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(available at advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/5/3/eaau8725/DC1) Source code (.zip format) Section S1. First-principles calculated parities Because all the space groups (SGs) in this work contain inversion, we calculate the parities at the eight timereversal invariant momenta (TRIM) of the materials listed in Tables I and II of the main text. The parity at a TRIM (k 1 = x i b i ) (i = 1, 2, 3, b i are fundamental reciprocal lattice basis vectors, and x i = 0 or 1 2 ) is expressed by the numbers of occurrences of Kramers pairs with even or odd parity: n + k1 or n − k1 respectively for the valence bands. From these values, we can easily calculate the Fu-Kane topological invariants (ν 0 ; ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 ) [15] and the newly introduced Z valued inversion invariant [31, 32] 
) . W h i l e κ 1 mod 2 is equivalent to the strong topological invariant ν 0 mod 4 = 2 indicates a topological crystalline phase [ 31, 32] . Table S1 . calculated parities. The numbers (n
), (ν0, ν1, ν2, ν3) and κ1 are ab initio calculated for the predicted materials. Note that for the column corresponding to (n
) for the TRIM k1, we just give the coordinates of the k point: for example, the item in the second row and third column (21, 19) 
where C ± is the Chern number in 2D mirror symmetric plane S M in BZ. They correspond to the Hilbert subspaces with mirror eigenvalues ±i, respectively. Thus the calculation of C M is exactly the same as that of Chern number. The Chern number, as defined, is the summation of contributions from many portions in S M . While for each portion, we can use the stokes theorem that the corresponding contribution to the Chern number, can be expressed as the line integral along the contour of this portion, which is in the form of Im< u 1 |u 2 >< u 2 |u 3 >< u 3 |u 4 >< u 4 |u 5 > . . . < u N |u 1 > where i = 1, 2, . . . , N denotes the discrete points in this contour.
To calculate the mirror Chern numbers by first principles, we first divide the mirror invariant plane in the BZ into N × N parts uniformly. For each part, we calculate the Berry phase around its contour by further dividing it into N segments. We choose N = 50 and N = 8 for all the materials other than graphite. For graphite, in the calculation of the mirror Chern number in the k z = 0 plane we choose a much denser mesh near K and K than elsewhere (we chose the parallelogram centered by K or K with edge lengths being We first construct a tight-binding (TB) model for Pt 3 Ge: we consider s and d orbitals for Pt and s and p orbitals for Ge, and fitting with the bands near the Fermi level we obtain a set of parameters which reproduces the first principles bands well shown in fig. S1 (a) and gives exactly the same SI of the first principles calculation. To demonstrate the hourglass surface states protected by (100)-glide symmetry, we construct a slab and based on the TB model, we obtain ). In the lineX −M , we use the thick and dashed red line to indicate the direct bulk gap. One can easily observe two hourglass type band crossings denoted by the yellow dashed frames.
the electronic structure as shown in fig. S1(b) . In the lineX −M , we can observe that there are hourglass type surface band connectivity, which is protected by the glide operation in the surface, i.e. {M x | 1 2 c} in Seitz notation.
We then construct a TB model for graphite with several adjustable parameters. We consider sp 3 orbitals for all the C atoms and the spin-orbit interaction is considered through the on-site term ∼ L · S where L and S are the orbital and spin angular momenta respectively. By fitting with the first principles occupied bands and also requiring that the SI is exactly the same as the first principles SI, we obtain the optimized set parameters and display the comparison of the dispersions between the TB model and first principles calculations in fig. S2(a) .
Using the above TB model, we calculate the surface states for the (100) plane. For this plane the surface lattice basis vectors can be chosen as a 1 and a 3 , the 1st and 3rd basis vectors for the hexagonal lattice, the corresponding reciprocal lattice basis vectors are b 1 and b 3 respectively, and the surface k point is expressed on the former basis as (k 1 , k 3 ). We demonstrate the mirror protected band crossings of the surface states in fig. S2(b) in the line k 3 = 0. As comparison, we also calculate the electronic structure for this plane in the line k 3 = π c and π 2c in figs. S2(c,d) where there is no band crossing of the surface states. From now on, we fix our discussion on states with one eigenvalue of M z with the others related through T I. As shown in the inset (1) of fig. S2(b) , there is a band crossing near the projection of K point as indicated by the black arrow, and through checking the real space distribution of the wave function for the surface states, we find that this band crossing contributes a pair of chiral states (i.e. they are localized on the top and down surfaces respectively). Besides, it is worth pointing out that there are extensive surface bands connecting the projections of K and K . As shown in the inset (2) of fig. S2(b) , there are two groups of bands which are separated from each other by finite direct gaps. However, within each above group, the two bands correspond to surface states localized on the top and down surfaces respectively. According to the continuity of the eigenstates, we know that there are in total four surface bands (whose wave functions are localized on only one side, e.g. on the top of the slab) crossing the Fermi level within k 3 = 0 and k 1 < 0, which is expected to be observed experimentally such as by ARPES. Regarding the motion of these four states, it is easy to find that they contribute two unidirectional modes on the top of the slab. Thus they, combined with the I partners, finally lead to two pairs of chiral states. where n j ki means the reduction coefficients on the jth irrep of the little group of the ith high symmetry point (HSP) for the ν bands in the AI. Not all these vectors are independent: we can find d AI AI basis vectors which can span the AI space, i.e. any AI vector can be expressed by a summation of integer multiples of these AI basis vectors. Denote the AI basis vectors as a i where i = 1, 2, . . . , d AI . Like any vector space, the basis is not unique and different bases are just up to a linear transformation. Writing another AI basis as a i where i = 1, 2, . . . , d AI , we would have a i = P ji a j where the Einstein summation convention is adopted and P ji s are all integers. We can find such an AI basis which I basis vectors have many common factors for the basis vectors as far as possible, and also the common factors can be chosen as large as possible, namely the normal Smith convention. Such AI basis is however, not uniquely determined. In the following, we list all the AI basis of the SGs used in this work.
